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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on the procedure and results of an
experimenttoevaluateacontinuoussonicinteractionwith
an everyday wind-like sound created by both acoustic
and digital means. The interaction is facilitated by
a mechanical theatre sound effect, an acoustic wind
machine, which is performed by participants. This work
is part of wider research into the potential of theatre
sound effect designs as a means to study multisensory
feedback and continuous sonic interactions. An acoustic
windmachineisamechanicaldevicethataffordsasimple
rotationalgesturetoaperformer;turningitscrankhandle
atvaryingspeedsproducesawind-likesound.Aprototype
digital model of a working acoustic wind machine
is programmed, and the acoustic interface drives the
digitalmodelinperformance, preservingthesametactile
and kinaesthetic feedback across the continuous sonic
interactions. Participants’ performances are elicited with
soundstimuliproducedfromsimplegesturalperformances
ofthewind-likesounds.Theresultsofthisstudyshowthat
the acoustic wind machine is rated as significantly easier
toplaythanitsdigitalcounterpart. Acousticalanalysisof
thecorpusofparticipants’performancessuggeststhatthe
mechanismofthewindmachineinterfacemayplayarole
inguidingtheirrotationalgestures.
1. BACKGROUND
Thisevaluationwasconductedaspartofaninvestigation
into the sonic interactivity of historical theatre sound
effects, devices created for soundmaking through
performance actions, mechanisms and materials in the
latenineteenthandearlytwentiethcentury. Itisproposed
thatasinteractivemechanismsdesignedexplicitlyforthe
performanceofeverydaysoundeventssuchasrain,wind
and thunder, theatre sound effects offer the opportunity
to explore how very simple hand actions might be
coupled to the performance of complex digital sounds
in a perceptually meaningful way. An examination of
historical sources on theatre sound effects has shown
that these historical interfaces were created using an
Copyright: c  201FionaKeenan etal. Thisisanopen-accessarticledistributed
underthetermsoftheCreativeCommonsAttribution3.0UnportedLicense,which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
theoriginalauthorandsourcearecredited.

approach much like Franinović’s proposed enactive sound
design [1]. This is a Sonic Interaction Design (SID)
strategy that engages with the potential of ergoaudition
(listening to self-produced sound) [2] to facilitate learning
in a sonic interaction.
Sound is produced directly
and continuously through a user’s movement, guides
their sensorimotor activity and allows them to build on
previously accumulated tacit knowledge of action and
sound [3, 4]. With no established system of sound notation
in use in theatres in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century, sound effects were explicitly designed to facilitate
the development of bodily skill in sound performance
through a simple process of exploration and rehearsal
while listening to self-produced sound.
As simple acoustic interfaces that produce the effect of
a familiar everyday sound [5] in performance, theatre
sound effect designs also afford an exploration of the
perceptual experience of a continuous sonic interaction,
and potentially expressive sound performance, without
the need for participants to have a particular level
of prior musical experience. This research therefore
adapts evaluation methods from previous research into the
design of Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs) focused on
musical expression [6–8], and applies them to a broader
cohort of participants. The evaluation method presented
here also positions theatre sound effect designs as a
potentially useful means of controlling and comparing
specific modes of multisensory feedback in the evaluation
of a continuous sonic interaction [9, 10]. To examine
how the enactive qualities of specific historical theatre
sound effects might be uncovered and then captured in
the design of a continuous sonic interaction with a digital
sound, this research focused on exploring the experience
of a continuous sonic interaction with one acoustic theatre
sound effect, and comparing this experience with that
afforded by a digital model of its sonic feedback in
performance. This work extends the methodology used
in prior research in the field of SID, which examined the
enactive qualities of Luigi Russolo’s intonarumori family
of early twentieth century acoustic noise instruments in
order to recreate them as digital models [11].
1.1 Interface Design and Synthesis Method
This work began with the construction of a working
example of a theatre sound effect, an acoustic theatre
wind machine, from historical design instructions. A
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wind machine consists of a wooden slatted cylinder, which
is mounted on a central axle and A-frame and covered
by a cloth. A crank handle coupled to the axle allows
a performer to rotate the cylinder. As the handle is
turned, the wooden slats of the cylinder rub and scrape the
encompassing cloth, which produces a wind-like sound.
(Figure 1). This acoustically modelled everyday sound [5]
can have perceivably repetitive and machine-like qualities
at slow and regular speeds of rotation, but when activated
with a gesture of continuously varying speed the sound
becomes more convincing as a wind effect. The cylinder of
the wind machine has flywheel qualities, storing rotational
energy and resisting changes in rotational speed during a
performance with its crank handle. This adds a complex
sensation of shifting weight and effort to the very simple
rotational gesture.
Following an exploration of its process of sound
production, a prototype digital model of this working
wind machine was programmed in Max/MSP 1 . This
digital prototype was created using a procedural approach
to sound modelling [12].
Rather than designing a
performable wind-like sound from a physical model of
real-world aeroacoustics [13,14], or a signal-based method
using noise and a band-pass filter [12], this prototype
aimed to directly model the mechanical wind effect, i.e.
the theatre wind machine’s wooden slats and cloth that
interact to produce sound. For this reason, the model
was based on the rubbing and scraping interaction between
each wooden slat and the encompassing cloth of the wind
machine during a rotational gesture performed with the
crank handle (Figure 2). In this way, the mechanical design
of the acoustic wind machine and the physics inherent in its
sound production could be explored through the modelling
process, a method long in use in musical acoustics
[15]. The perceptual experience and potential distinctions
between real-world wind sounds and the cloth-based effect
of the acoustic wind machine could also be examined, and
the primacy of the performer’s gesture in the realism of
the wind effect could be transferred more explicitly to the
digital prototype.
Twelve instances of the Sound Design Toolkit (SDT)
physical model of friction [16] were implemented in
Max/MSP to represent each of the twelve slats of the
acoustic wind machine and their interaction with the cloth.
Some additional dispersion of the resulting friction sound
through each side of the cloth was also implemented
using a digital waveguide [17]. The acoustic wind
machine’s mechanism was fitted with a rotary encoder,
some laser-cut gearing and an Arduino 2 . to capture data
from its rotational motion. This allowed the acoustic
wind machine’s crank handle to drive the digital model
of its sound in performance. The rotary encoder’s data
was mapped to each of the twelve digital slat models,
which were activated according to the position of the
wooden slats on the acoustic wind machine. The rotational
data also slightly modulated the delay time to the cloth
model to add some of the characteristic whistling of the
1
2

http://cycling74.com/
https://www.arduino.cc/

acoustic wind machine at high rotational speeds to its
digital counterpart.
Using the acoustic wind machine as a performance
interface for the digital model in Max/MSP maintained
a consistent tactile and kinaesthetic feedback during a
performance of both the acoustic and digital wind-like
sounds. It also allowed the acoustic and digital wind-like
sounds to be simultaneously activated by the same
performance gesture, facilitating an acoustic analysis and
comparison of the acoustic and digital sounds that helped
develop and calibrate the digital model in Max/MSP. This
objective analysis confirmed that the digital model was
quite similar to the acoustic wind machine, particularly at
slow and regular speeds of rotation. The stages of this
work, and the full technical details of the digital model,
have been previously described elsewhere [18, 19].

Figure 1. The working acoustic wind machine.

2. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
With the acoustic wind machine producing its own
wind-like sound and simultaneously driving its digital
counterpart during performance, it was possible to
design an experimental procedure to evaluate only one
modality of the interaction - the sonic feedback itself.
The evaluation was focused on exploring whether the
continuous sonic interaction with the digital wind-like
sound was perceivably ‘similar enough’ to that of its
acoustic counterpart. If so, this would confirm that the
digital model had captured many of the sonic qualities
of the acoustic wind machine, and could be used as a
substitute in a future evaluation. If not, the evaluation
would help to determine how the digital model of the
wind-like sound should be developed further. Comparing
the two sonic interactions would also help to discover more
about the perceptual experience of performing an everyday
sound [5] , and establish a baseline of results against which
future evaluations could be compared.
In the absence of prior work specifically examining the
sonic interactivity of theatre sound effects in performance,
this evaluation aimed to establish statistically significant
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acoustic and digital wind-like sounds. Another recording
of a natural wind sound consisting of several short gusts
of varying speed was chosen from the BBC Sound Effects
Library [20] for use in the practice step.
2.2 Apparatus

Figure 2. A comparison of approaches to digitally
synthesizing a wind sound using A) a physical model
of real-world wind [13, 14], B) a signal-based approach
[12], and C) this research. The green outline denotes
performance data mapping.
results while also collecting some qualitative data in the
form of participants’ free descriptions of their experiences
of performing the acoustic and digital wind-like sounds.
To clearly investigate whether participants might perceive
a particular rotational gesture of the crank handle in
the acoustic or digital wind-like sound, the experimental
design focused on operationalizing the experience of a
continuous sonic interaction with both the acoustic and
digital wind-like sounds. This follows prior research in
the field of Digital Musical Instrument (DMI) Design,
where musical performers were given defined audio cues
to imitate, and time to reflect on their performance
experiences, when evaluating a new DMI [6]. This would
help to examine whether participants could understand a
rotational gesture from the wind-like sounds they heard,
and then translate this to a performance gesture of their
own.
Previous work to acoustically evaluate and compare both
wind-like sounds found that the prototype digital model’s
response was closer to that of its acoustic counterpart
at slower and more regular speeds [19]. As such, this
evaluation focused on simple and steady performance
gestures.
The sounds produced by these gestures
were used as stimuli to elicit participants’ performances.
Participants were also asked to reflect on how they felt their
performances compared to the stimuli.
2.1 Stimuli
Two simple rotational gestures were chosen to serve as
stimuli for participants’ performances; a slow, single
rotation, and two rotations performed at a moderate and
steady speed. These gestures were recorded for both the

The evaluation took place in an acoustically treated
room at the Department of Theatre, Film and Television
at the University of York.
A laptop running the
python-based Open Sesame experiment platform [21]
presented questions and collected data from participants.
A second laptop was used to run the prototype digital
model in Max/MSP, and an additional computer was set
up to deliver the sound stimuli and record participants’
performances using Pro Tools. Both the Max/MSP patch
and the Pro Tools session were obscured from participants
to ensure they did not receive any additional visual
feedback during their performances.
The sound stimuli and live audio of participants’
performances was delivered to them via Pro Tools through
a closed-back pair of Sennheiser HD280 Pro headphones.
Participants’ performances in response to the sound stimuli
were recorded into the same Pro Tools session. The
acoustic wind machine was obscured, apart from its
crank handle, behind a cardboard screen to ensure that
it provided no visual feedback to participants during
performance (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The experimental setup with crank handle
highlighted.
2.3 Participants
The evaluation was undertaken with 48 participants. Of
these, 32 identified themselves as female and 16 as male.
38 participants designated themselves as 18-24, 8 as 25-34,
and 2 as 45-54 years old. 13 participants said they did not
have experience of playing a musical instrument, 15 played
a musical instrument at beginner level, 12 at intermediate
level and 8 at advanced level. All participants reported
normal hearing and were paid for their participation.
2.4 Procedure
The evaluation was based on a repeated measures design,
with all participants performing with both the acoustic and
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digital wind-like sounds in response to all of the stimuli. To
avoid order effects, the order of presentation of the acoustic
and digital wind-like sounds was randomised. The order
of presentation of the sound stimuli was also randomised.
This created four groups of twelve participants. Each
group had its own order of system performed and stimuli
presented (Table 1).
First System
Performed
Acoustic
Digital

Subgroup
A
B
A
B

First Stimuli
Presented
Acoustic
Digital
Acoustic
Digital

Table 1. The different orders of system and stimuli for this
evaluation.
Participants were presented with the crank handle and
advised that they would be able to perform a wind sound
by rotating it. They were told that there would be two
wind sounds to perform with during this evaluation, and
that they would get to perform with both of these sounds,
one after the other. No terms such as ‘acoustic’ or ‘digital’
were used to ensure that participants’ responses would not
be influenced. Participants were then asked to listen to
a wind sound from the group of stimuli played through
their headphones, and then try to imitate what they had
heard directly afterwards by turning the crank handle.
There was a practice step, and then a test step, for both
the acoustic and digital wind-like sounds. During each
practice step, participants imitated the natural wind sound
[20] and answered all of the questions that would be
presented during the test step.
Participants were presented with a range of test questions
to evaluate their experiences. They were first asked to rate
how similar they perceived their own performances to be to
the stimuli on a scale of 1(not similar at all) to 7(as similar
as they can possibly be). Participants were then asked to
rate how far they agreed with the statement “This wind
sound is easy to play” on a scale of 1(strongly disagree)
to 7(strongly agree).
Next, a list of possible descriptors for the wind-like sound
that had been performed was presented, and participants
were asked to describe the wind sound they had just
played by selecting from these. There was also a space
to add a descriptor of their own to this list. Finally,
participants were given the opportunity to provide some
free description of their experiences of playing each of the
wind-like sounds.
3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
3.1 Perceived Similarity of Performances to Stimuli
Participants’ ratings of perceived similarity between the
sound stimuli and the wind-like sounds they had performed
to imitate them were scored with values from 1 to 7. A
Kruskal-Wallis test was then performed on the similarity
ratings given by the participants across each of the groups

according to the order of performance system and the
order of presentation of stimuli. This test confirmed that
there was no statistically significant difference between
the ratings given according to the experimental condition,
confirming that no order effects had influenced the ratings
(Table 2).
Test: Kruskal-Wallis
Acoustic similarity
H(3) = 6.36
Digital similarity
H(3) = 3.04

Significance
p >0.05
not significant
p >0.05
not significant

Effect Size
-0.12 (small)
power = 0.8
0.0 (no effect)
power = 0.8

Table 2. Results of the statistical testing to confirm
no order effects influenced the similarity ratings for the
acoustic or digital wind-like sounds.

A summary of the similarity ratings showed that, while
there was a range of scores for each of the interactions,
the acoustic wind machine performances had a higher
mean rating for similarity to the stimuli presented than the
prototype digital wind machine performances (Table 3).
Sound Played
Acoustic
Digital

Mean
4.88
2.77

SD
1.66
1.51

Median
5.5
2.5

Table 3. Summary of ratings for the acoustic and digital
wind-like sounds’ similarity to the stimuli.

A Wilcoxon signed rank test was then performed
on these similarity ratings, which confirmed that there
was a statistically significant difference between the
ratings given to the acoustic wind machine performances
and the performances with its digital counterpart
(Table 4). Participants therefore rated the similarity of
the wind machine performances to the stimuli significantly
differently depending on whether they were performing an
acoustic or digital wind-like sound.
Test: Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank

Significance

Effect Size

Z = -5.40

p <0.01

-0.78 (large)
power = 0.8

Table 4. Results of the statistical testing of participants’
similarity ratings.

3.2 Perceived Easiness of Play
Participants’ scores for their responses to the statement
“This wind sound is easy to play” were scored with
values from 1 to 7. A Kruskal-Wallis test was then
performed on these ratings given across each of the groups
according to the order of performance system and the order
of presentation of stimuli. Again, this confirmed that
there was no statistically significant difference between
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the ratings given according to each experimental condition,
confirming that no order effects had influenced the results
(Table 5).
Test: Kruskal-Wallis
Acoustic similarity
H(3) = 5.36
Digital similarity
H(3) = 1.33

Significance
p >0.05
not significant
p >0.05
not significant

Effect Size
0.03 (small)
power = 0.8
0.0 (no effect)
power = 0.8

Table 5. Results of the statistical testing to confirm no
order effects influenced the easiness ratings for the acoustic
or digital wind-like sounds.
A summary of the easiness ratings showed that the
acoustic wind machine had a higher mean rating for ease
of play than the prototype digital wind machine (Table 6).
Sound Played
Acoustic
Digital

Mean
4.98
3.04

SD
1.19
1.41

Median
5
3

Table 6. Summary of ratings for the acoustic and digital
wind-like sounds’ ease of play.
A Wilcoxon signed rank test was then performed on
the easiness ratings to statistically compare the results for
each wind-like sound. This test confirmed a statistically
significant difference between how easy the acoustic and
digital wind-like sounds were perceived to play (Table 7).
Participants therefore rated the acoustic wind machine
as significantly easier to perform with than its digital
counterpart.
Test: Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank

Significance

Effect Size

Z = -5.62

p <0.01

-0.81 (large)
power = 0.8

Table 7. Results of the statistical testing of participants’
easiness ratings.

3.3 Descriptions of Sounds
Participants were then invited to describe the acoustic and
digital wind-like sounds by choosing as many descriptors
as they liked from a list. These descriptors were associated
with a range of categories, including weather (breeze,
gale), force (gentle, strong), onomatopoeic descriptions of
wind (shrieking, howling), and a historical action-oriented
onomatopoeic descriptor (swishing [1]).
Participants’ responses to this question were collated to
produce a bar graph in R comparing the frequency of
the descriptors given to each wind machine (Figure 4).
Participants chose not to add their own descriptors to the
list, but instead chose from the descriptors provided.
This showed that the most popular descriptor for
both the acoustic and digital wind-like sounds was the

Figure 4. Summary of the descriptors participants assigned
to their performances of the acoustic (blue) and digital
(red) wind-like sounds.
action-oriented swishing, followed by the force descriptor
strong and the weather-associated gusty. The acoustic
wind machine scored more highly across these three
descriptors than its digital counterpart.
The digital
wind-like sound was described with a fuller spread of
adjectives, and was described more often as shrieking
and gale when compared with its acoustic counterpart.
This may reflect the fact that participants perceived the
digital wind-like sound as having a narrower bandwidth
of frequencies than the acoustic wind-like sound in
performance.
3.4 Free Descriptions
The free descriptions participants gave of their experiences
of performing with the acoustic and digital wind-like
sounds were collated and coded. It was evident that
participants had acquired some vocabulary from the list
of descriptive words previously presented to them, as
words like gentle, strong or gusty were included within
their free descriptions. Some interesting issues and trends
emerged. Participants readily connected the speed of
rotation of the handle with what they variously described
as the speed, motion, rhythm or pace of the resulting
wind-like sound, whether it was acoustic or digital in
origin. Some participants reported that the crank handle
felt heavier to turn when performing the acoustic wind-like
sound. One participant highlighted that they perceived a
disconnection between the crank handle movement and the
digital wind-like sound. Despite being informed that they
would be playing wind sounds with the crank handle, one
participant identified the digital wind-like sound as a rain
sound in their comments.
3.5 Acoustic Analysis of Performed Sounds
The evaluation produced a corpus of recordings of
participants’ performances of the acoustic and digital
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wind-like sounds in response to both the acoustic and
digital stimuli. These recordings were exported from Pro
Tools as audio clips and coded for analysis according to
the performance gesture (a single slow rotation or two
steady rotations) and the sound being performed (acoustic
or digital). The coded audio clips were then analysed in
Matlab using the MIR Toolbox [22] to produce numerical
measures of the spectrum (brightness, inharmonicity,
spectral centroid, spread and skewness) and amplitude
envelope (event density - a measure of the frequency of
onsets). The resulting numerical values for each feature
were then collated together for statistical analysis in R.
To establish whether the source of the stimulus presented
to participants (acoustic or digital) might have influenced
their performances, gestures performed with the same
system were paired in order to facilitate their statistical
comparison. For example, two rotations performed with
the acoustic wind machine in response to an acoustic
stimulus were compared to two rotations performed with
the acoustic wind machine in response to a digital stimulus.
A Wilcoxon signed rank test was then performed to
compare each acoustic feature of the paired gestures.
This testing established that no statistically significant
difference existed across the spectral measurements
of the performances.
For the measures of event
density, no statistically significant difference was found
between the paired gestures of two steady rotations.
However, statistically significant differences were found
for measures of event density for a single rotation
performed with both the acoustic wind machine and the
prototype digital wind machine (Table 8).
This suggests that the gesture of two rotations performed
with the acoustic and digital wind-like sound was quite
consistent regardless of whether participants had first
listened to a stimulus that matched the sound that they
were performing. For a single rotation, performances
seem to have been more directly influenced by whether the
stimulus presented matched the sound of the wind machine
being played.
Test: Wilcoxon
Signed-Rank
Acoustic Wind
Event Density
(1 rotation)
Z = -3.46
Digital Wind
Event Density
(1 rotation)
Z = -2.14

Significance

Effect Size

p <0.01

-0.49 (medium)
power = 0.8

p <0.05

0.3 (medium)
power = 0.8

Table 8. Results of the statistical testing to compare the
acoustical analysis of participants’ performances.

4. DISCUSSION
This evaluation aimed to establish whether there was
perceived similarity between the experience of performing

with the acoustic wind machine and that of performing
with its digital counterpart. The results established that,
while the continuous sonic feedback was the only mode
of feedback that changed between these two performance
conditions, participants found the acoustic wind machine
significantly easier to play and perceived it as sonically
similar to the stimuli used to elicit their performances.
By contrast, the digital wind-like sound was rated as
significantly less easy to play, and participants found their
performances with it to be significantly less similar to
the stimuli they were trying to imitate. Statistical testing
showed that the ratings for similarity and ease of play were
significantly different depending on the kind of wind-like
sound being rated, and so the results did not allow the null
hypothesis to be rejected. These results suggest that the
digital model of the acoustic wind machine needs to be
developed further. In particular, the easiness ratings for the
digital wind-like sounds may reflect the need to improve
the model’s response to variations in performance gesture.
Participants may have experienced this as an action-sound
latency issue, something which previous research has show
to be disruptive to musical performance [23].
When asked to choose from a list of descriptors for
the acoustic and digital wind-like sounds, participants
preferred the action-based descriptor swishing for both
sounds, and were more confident in categorising the
acoustic wind machine (as gusty, strong and swishing).
Some interesting information emerged from participants’
free description of their performances, in particular that
the change in sonic feedback from an acoustic to digital
sound might have influenced how the physical properties
of the acoustic wind machine were experienced. This
concurs with previous research showing that auditory cues
can influence the perception of haptics and movement
[24–26]. This aspect of the change in sonic feedback from
an acoustic to digital wind-like sound could be explored
further in a future evaluation.
Acoustical analysis of the corpus of wind sounds
produced from recordings of participants’ performances
established that there was no statistically significant
difference in the acoustical measurements of sounds
performed in response to a stimulus that matched the
wind-like sound being played when compared with
performances responding to an unmatched stimulus. The
exception to this finding was the measurement of event
density, or number of onsets in the sound’s amplitude
envelope per second, which was found to be significantly
different for a single rotation performed with the acoustic
wind machine between the acoustic and digital wind
stimuli. The same pattern was visible for a single rotation
with the digital wind-like sound.
This suggests that participants played the wind-like
sounds quite differently depending on the kind of stimulus
(acoustic or digital) presented to them to elicit their
performance. However, this difference was not evident
in the gestures of two steady rotations. It is possible
that participants understood the stimuli of two steady
rotations much more easily, but given the lower ratings
for similarity and easiness participants gave to the digital
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wind-like sound, it is unlikely that the digital stimuli were
so simple to imitate. It is proposed that this continuity
of gestural response evidenced in the performances of
two steady rotations may be the result of the mechanical
qualities of the acoustic wind machine itself, rather than
the responses of participants. With a single rotation, the
acoustic wind machine’s cylinder may not have time to
accumulate rotational energy and push forward from the
movement of the performer’s hand on the crank handle.
However, with a gesture of two rotations, the moving
cylinder must be imposing more of its flywheel qualities,
and hence some regularity, on the performer’s rotational
movement. Given the medium effect size observed here,
further testing with a larger number of participants would
be able to confirm these results. An experiment examining
a broader range of gestures, and in particular a robust
method of recording data from the rotary encoder would
help to illustrate the influence of the cylinder’s rotational
inertia on the performer’s movement in the continuous
sonic interaction.
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